Shakespeare clubs flourished 100 years ago, motivated in part by the desire to educate members and their communities about the moral lessons they attributed to Shakespeare’s works. The Shakespeare Club of Camden, Maine created a card game as a teaching tool. This note examines how the game works, the assumptions of the game’s creators, and mentions some ambiguities, factual errors, and differences between the way Shakespeare was taught then and is taught now. Judging the past from the position of the present is not the point here, but to simply understand the perspective of the fans who created this game with the hope that our attempts to teach Shakespeare now will not be unkindly judged a century from now.

Shakespeare clubs have not quite disappeared from America, but they flourished in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The clubs comprised mostly women with the leisure to gather for reading, reciting, and discussing Shakespeare with the goal of bettering themselves and their communities. It was believed that Shakespeare’s stories were a great source of moral instruction, with Hamilton W. Mabie even calling Shakespeare “an educator” (1027). *A Study of Shakespeare: An Instructive Game* should be understood in these contexts.

*Figure 1. Game box top.*
The game was created and published by the Shakespeare Club of Camden, Maine in 1897. It consists of 60 numbered cards with 5 to 7 questions per card. The instructions are simple. Read Figure 2.

Figure 2. Instructions.
The title of each card is the answer to all the questions on that card. 25 plays from the 37-play canon are included. Excluded are *All’s Well That Ends Well*, the *Henry VI* plays, *Love’s Labour’s Lost*, *Measure for Measure*, *Pericles*, *Richard II*, *Titus Andronicus*, *Troilus and Cressida*, and Shakespeare’s non-dramatic poetry. Eight plays receive one question card. Three plays receive four. Plays with passionate soliloquies were fashionable at the time, so *Henry VIII* and *The Winter’s Tale* are represented by four cards along with *Othello*. This was also the era of character criticism: Bradley published *Shakespearean Tragedy* in 1904, so most cards study Shakespeare’s characters but nineteen cards, nearly a third, have questions about Shakespeare’s stories, though the questions are generally similar to those on the character cards.

*Figure 3. King Henry VIII, Play card.*
Some answers reflect the state of knowledge that informed non-specialists had at this time. The last question in Figure 3 is an example. It is now believed that John Fletcher wrote 1.3-4, 3.1, and 5.2-4 of *Henry VIII*, the two authors working separately on their shares of the play. Shakespeare’s share was not an incomplete job that was “handed over to the dramatist Fletcher to finish.” The game creators assume only one answer is correct, but on the *Othello, The Play* card below the second question can be answered Richard III, Aaron, Saturninus, and one can argue for other characters as well. Another quirk is that Iago is not named. It is possible that detestable character was taken to be Othello by some being quizzed.

![Figure 4. Othello, The Play card.](image)
The second question on the *Merry Wives of Windsor* card takes an attractive piece of Shakespearean mythology as fact. Shakespeare club members lacked the benefits of modern scholarship.

![Figure 5. The Merry Wives of Windsor card.](image)

When a character appears in multiple plays, the questions on that character’s card may be answered by multiple plays. The *Mark Antony* card is an example. The second question refers to *Antony and Cleopatra* and the third to *Julius Caesar*. 
This card also illustrates the subjectivity of a few questions in the set. Is Antony without moral fiber when he sends Enobarbus’s treasure after him? The writer(s) of this card had opinions about Antony, but those opinions are debatable. The question is also an example of the ambiguity already mentioned: surely, Richard III is as valid an answer, and perhaps more valid.

A very few questions make no sense; the first on the *King Lear, The Play* card is an example.
The answer may be confluences of the 1608 quarto and 1623 folio versions of Lear, but other plays have divergent quarto versions, such as Othello (1622) and Richard III (1597). The question implies this is true of only one play. My answer may not be the answer intended, but what else can this question mean? The question does not have enough information.

The Henry VIII character card goes outside the play for answers. Question four is about one of the books King Henry wrote and there is a quotation from Sir Walter Raleigh in the
penultimate question. The game otherwise teaches about Shakespeare’s characters, stories, and quotations, so it is surprising that this card alone uses outside biography.

Figure 8. Henry VIII card.

The cards do not ask about Shakespeare’s life, stages, early modern dramaturgy, or performance history, all standard when teaching Shakespeare today, and indeed Nicholas Rowe included a not always accurate biographical sketch in his 1709 edition of Shakespeare’s plays. The questions instead reveal the study methods of the club, according to the anonymous review of the game in the Bowdin Orient.

At this remove it is easy to question the effectiveness of what we would call trivia questions to teach some of Shakespeare’s dramatic works. This game fails to touch the often-
complex ideas and debates vocalized by Shakespeare’s characters and contrasted in his plots and subplots. Many questions reduce the plays to the characters and reduce the characters to the traits that interested the Club members who created the game. This approach was supported by some rather famous Shakespeareans of the time, as seen in the endorsements at the bottom of this advertisement.

Figure 9. Advertisement.1
Rather than judge the game and its creators from our position in the future where we can condescend without directly engaging the people we judge, we might better regard this game as an opportunity to see Shakespeare fans from over 130 years ago go about the business of being Shakespeare fans, an opportunity to understand Shakespearean engagement from their perspective, and consider how we might look to Shakespeareans 130 years in the future.

1 Note the claim of at least six questions per card. A dozen of the cards have five.
The author wishes to thank Tara Olivero for confirming some impressions about Shakespeare clubs.
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